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We consider the asymptotic analysis of penalized likelihood type estimators for
generalized nonparametric regression problems in which the target parameter is a
vector-valued function defined in terms of the conditional distribution of a response
given a set of covariates. A variety of examples including ones related to generalized
linear models and robust smoothing are covered by the theory. Linear approxima-
tions to the estimator are constructed using Taylor expansions in Hilbert spaces.
An application which is treated is upper bounds on rates of convergence for the
penalized likelihood-type estimators.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Many statistical function estimation problems concern a parameter %(x)
of the conditional distributional law (Y | X=x) of a response Y given a
vector of covariates X. Classical approaches to such problems require %(x)
to have a parametric form, e.g., a linear model %(x)=x$;. Often a
nonparametric estimate of %(x) is of interest. The method of maximum
penalized likelihood, first proposed by Good and Gaskins [11], has
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proved useful for a wide variety of such nonparametric function estimation
problems, see Silverman [21] and Wahba [25], for example. In this
method a smooth estimator of % is obtained by minimization of a
``penalized likelihood-type functional.'' To describe the method, suppose
we are given data (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ..., (Xn , Yn). Then the penalized
likelihood-type functional is
ln*(%)=ln(%)+
*
2
J(%). (1)
The three ingredients of ln* are
(i) The smoothing parameter is *>0.
(ii) The likelihood component (which depends on the data) is ln(%).
We take it to be of the form
ln(%)=
1
n
:
i
\(Yi | Xi , %) (2)
for some criterion function \ which measures ``goodness of fit'' or ``fidelity
to the data,'' such as \( y | x, %)=[ y&%(x)]2. Numerous other examples
are given below.
(iii) The penalty functional is J(%). If % is real valued and x is one
dimensional, then the most commonly used penalty functional is
J(%)=| [%"(x)]2 dx,
which gives rise to estimates which are cubic smoothing splines [25]. More
general penalty functionals are described below.
Estimators of this type have been considered by a number of authors
[1, 3, 5, 12, 18, 21, 25]. The purpose. of this paper is to develop first-
order asymptotic approximations for such vector-valued nonparametric
regression function estimators. The results are based on linear Taylor
series expansions in infinite-dimensional spaces. An application of these
approximations is to derive rates of convergence for the integrated squared
error of the estimator and its derivatives. The approximations also provide
insight into the estimation error which can be approximately decomposed
into the sum of a bias (deterministic) term and a random term. The result
on rates of convergence is stated in Section 2, along with assumptions that
are used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we give two theorems that
provide the details on the asymptotic linearization of the estimator. We
expect that these results will prove useful for further analysis of such
186 COX AND O'SULLIVAN
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estimators, e.g., establishing Gaussian approximations and asymptotic
properties of smoothing parameter selection methodologies.
We now give a more formal description the general estimation
methodology and provide some examples.
1.1. Penalized Likelihood for Regression Function Estimation
Suppose one observes a sample of n i.i.d. pairs (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ...,
(Xn , Yn) from the joint distribution Pxy . The covariates Xi take values in
a Euclidean space X and the responses Yi take values in an arbitrary
measurable space Y. The marginal distribution of an X is denoted Px , and
the conditional distribution of Y given X=x is denoted
Law(Y | X=x)=Py | x( } | x).
Let P(n)xy denote the joint empirical measure of the (Xi , Yi), i.e.,
P(n)xy (B_A)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
IA(Yi) IB(Xi), AY, BX,
where IA denotes the indicator function of the set A. Similarly let
P(n)x (B)=P
(n)
xy (B_Y) denote the marginal empirical of the Xi 's.
Let %(x) be a q-dimensional parameter of the conditional distribution
Py | x( } | x) obtained by minimizing the conditional expectation of the
criterion function \(Y | x, t). That is, the ``true'' parameter vector at x is
defined through
%0(x)=arg min
t | \( y | x, t) Py | x(dy | x), (3)
where \: Y_X_Rq  R is given. (Actually, we take %0(x) as the solution
of the corresponding variational equation, i.e.,  [\t]( y | x, t) Py | x
(dy | x)=0; see Assumption 2.4 below.) Note that this ``parameter'' need
not fully identify the (conditional) distribution, e.g., %(x) may be a location
parameter. In some settings, \ will correspond to a negative log likelihood,
i.e., if Law(Y | X=x) has a density ft( y | x) (w.r.t. a fixed _-finite dominating
measure), where t denotes a parameter value, then one might use
\( y | x, t)=&log ft( y | x). (4)
We will write \( y | x, %) for \( y | x, %(x)). Note that the target parameter %0
is determined by \ and Py | x as indicated in (3). If \ is the negative
logarithm of a likelihood as in (4), then we do not assume that Py | x( } | x)
is in the given parametric model. In this case, %0(x } ) is the value of the
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parameter which minimizes KullbakLeibler ``distance'' between Py | x( } | x)
and the parametric family.
The parameter space 3 is a Sobolev space W m2 (X; R
q) of smooth Rq
valued functions on the domain X. Sobolev spaces are used repeatly in this
paper. A quick and accessible review of these spaces is given in Section
VII.4 of Natterer [17]. For a more complete discussion, see Adams [2] or
Triebel [23]. For p0 an integer, the Sobolev space W p2(X; R
q) the collec-
tion of Rq-valued generalized functions having derivatives of orders p
which are in L2(X). To define the norm on W p2 , let :=(:1 , ..., :d) be a
multi-index (a d-vector with nonnegative integer coordinates), and let
D:x= `
d
j=1
:j
x:jj
be a partial differential operator of order |:|=dj=1 :j . Then the norm is
&% | W p2(X; R
q)&=\ :
q
j=1
:
|:|p
&D:x%j (x) | L2(X)&
2+
12
,
where %j is the j th component of %.
The penalty functional J: 3  R+, penalizes for roughness. Smaller
values of J correspond to more plausible values of %, or to a Bayesian,
values of % with higher prior likelihood. A convenient and commonly used
roughness penalty is
J(3)= :
q
j=1
:
|:|=m
&D:x%j (x) | L2(X)&
2,
where the order m is prechosen. When q=1, this corresponds to a rough-
ness penalty used to define multivariate smoothing splines; see Cox [8].
The extension to q>1 presents no difficulty. A related family of penalty
functionals useful for fitting additive models and their generalizations may
be found in Chen [5].
1.2. Examples of Likelihood-type Functionals
Here we describe a couple of general classes of likelihood-type functionals
to which our theory can be applied. The first is exponential family
likelihoods (Bickel and Doksum [4]) for which the criterion function has
the form
\( y | x, t)= :
k
j=1
{j ( y, x) 'j (x, t)+'0(x, t). (5)
For instance, if Yi=(Yi1 , ..., Yi, q+1) has a conditional multinomial
distribution with N(Xi) trials and cell probabilities ( p1(Xi), ..., pq+1(Xi)),
188 COX AND O'SULLIVAN
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j pj (Xi)=1, then passing to the multinomial logit with tj=log( pjpq+1),
we have
\( y | x, t)= :
q
j=1
(&yjtj)+log N(x)+N(x) log \1+ :
q
j=1
exp[tj]+ . (6)
The target function is %0(x)=log [ p1(x)pq+1(x)], log[ p2(x)pq+1(x)], ...,
log[ pq(x)pq+1(x)])$. This is also an example of the class of generalized
linear models (McCullagh and Nelder [16]).
Another example is the estimation of the mean and variance of a
response y given a covariate x. Using a conditional normal log likelihood
function with t1 denoting the mean and exp[t2] the variance leads to the
negative log likelihood-type criterion function
\( y | x, t)=(12) exp[t2] y2&t1 exp[&t2] y+(12) t2
+(12) t21 exp[&t2]. (7)
Here, if +(x) and _2(x) represent the true condition mean and variance of
y given x (and not assuming a conditional normal distribution), then the
target parameter obtained from (3) is %0(x)=(+(x), 2 log(_(x)))$. Note
that in both of these exponential family examples we have chosen a
parameterization which requires no constraints on %(x).
A second general class of examples we treat here is location estimation.
For this the criterion function is given by
\( y | x, t)=\0( y&t), (8)
where \0 is given. Again the target parameter is %0(x)=arg mint
E[\0(Y&t) | X=x]. For instance, using the logistic model to generate a
location criterion function gives
\0(u)=u+2 log(1+e&u). (9)
Of course, if the conditional distribution of Y given X=x is symmetric for
all x, then %0(x) will be the conditional median. A typical application of
location estimation is robust smoothing. The general type of procedure
discussed here includes the robust smoothers introduced by Huber [13].
2. Assumptions and Main Result
We begin with some basic assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. (Xi , Yi), i1, are i.i.d. random elements with Yi taking
values in a measurable space Y and Xi taking values in X/Rd, where X
is a bounded, open, simply connected, nonempty set with C boundary
189PENALIZED LIKELIHOOD-TYPE ESTIMATORS
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See 3.2.1.2 of [23] for definitions pertinent to the requirements on X.
The primary purpose of the C boundary requirement is to allow us to use
interpolation theory results for Sobolev spaces, as described in Natterer
[17]. This permits consideration of fractional order Sobolev spaces. To
give an concrete form for fractional order Sobolev norms, let & }&s be the
standard norm on W s2(X; R
q) for s0, then for X sufficiently regular the
Ws2 norm is equivalent to the norm
_%_2 =def :
q
j=1
|
!
[1+|!| s] |% j (!)| 2 d!,
where % j is the Fourier transform of the j th component of % and
|!|=di=1 |!i |
2. Thus, m and s in Assumptions 2.3 (i) and 2.3 (iii) below
may assume noninteger values.
Assumption 2.2. Px has a density f (x) which satisfies, for some con-
stants K1 and K2 ,
0<K1 f (x)K2< for all x # X.
One consequence of Assumption 2.2 is that the number of observed
values Xi in any neighborhood in X tends to .
Next we state the assumptions about the parameter space 3 and the
penalty functional.
Assumption 2.3. (i) 3 is a Hilbert space of functions %: X  Rq with
inner product ( } , } ) and norm & }&. For some m>3d2, 3=W m2 (X; R
q) as
sets and they have equivalent norms.
(ii) The penalty functional has the form J(%)=(%, W%) , where
W: 3  3 is a self-adjoint bounded linear operator. For some bounded
strictly positive constants K1 and K2 ,
K1 &%&2(%, W%) +&% | L2(X; Rq)&2K2 &%&2,
for all % # 3.
(iii) The true function parameter %0 is in W s2 for some s with
3d2<sm.
Note that it is not required that %0 # 3, which means that the estimates
can converge to something which is not as smooth as the functions in 3.
The penalty functional, J(%)=(%, W%) , typically will be given by
J(%)=|
X
&L%(x) | Rq&2 dx,
where L: W m2 (X; R
q)  L2(X; Rq) is a system of q linear differential
operators of order m such that Assumption 2.3 (ii) holds, in which case
190 COX AND O'SULLIVAN
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is a boundary value operator of order 2m obtained from Green's formula;
see Proposition 2.2 (ii) of Cox [8] for examples, including multivariate
smoothing splines.
2.1. Main Result
Although we introduced the penalized likelihood type estimator %n* as
the minimizer of the penalized likelihood functional ln* over % # 3, our
analysis really concerns roots of the variational equation Zn*(%)=def
Dln*(%)=0, where D denotes differentiation w.r.t. %. As ln* is a real-valued
function on the Hilbert space 3, its derivative will be a linear functional on
3 which we can identify with an element of 3. To derive a formula for
Zn*(%), fix % and , in 3 and consider ln*(%+:,) as a function of : # R.
Now differentiate w.r.t. : and set :=0 to obtain the directional derivative
in the direction ,, which is the linear functional evaluated at ,. (Compare
with the finite-dimensional setting, where a directional derivative is the
inner product of the gradient with the direction vector.) Let : Y_X_
Rq  Rq, denote the gradient of \( y | x) w.r.t. t, that is),
( y | x, t)=(t\( y | x, t))$,
(The t notation is used to denote (partial) differentiation w.r.t. the
variable t. Note that t\ is a row vector, so its transpose  is a column
vector.) The score function is then seen to satisfy
(Zn*(%), ,)=| ( y | x, %(x)) ,(x) P (n)xy (dx, dy)+*(W%, ,) , (10)
for arbitrary , # 3. This limiting version of Zn*(%) as n   will also be
useful. This is obtained by replacing the empirical measure P (n)xy by its limit
Pxy :
(Z*(%), ,) =| ( y | x, %(x)) ,(x) Pxy(dx, dy)+*(W%). (11)
The regularity assumptions stated below ensure that Zn* and Z* exist and
are differentiable. The technical details are given in Section 3.1.
We have the following convergence theorem which follows from
Theorems 2 and 3 stated in Section 3.
Theorem 1. Suppose there is an : satisfying
d2m<:<(sm&d2m)2, (12)
and a sequence *n  0 satisfying
n&1*&(2:+dm)n  0. (13)
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Then under Assumptions 2.1 through 2.5, given =>0, there is a constant M
and no such that for all n>n0 ,
P[_%n*n such that Zn*n(%n*n)=0, and \b # [0, :],
&%n*n&%0&bM[*
(sm&b)2
n +n
&12*&(b+d2m)2n ]]>1&=. (14)
Note that the limits on s in Assumption 2.3 imply there is an : satisfying
(12).
The term M* (sm&b)2n in (14) gives an upper bound on the order of the
asymptotic bias, and the term Mn&12*&(b+d2m)2n gives the order of the
asymptotic standard deviation. The optimal upper bound on the con-
vergence rate is obtained if
*n rn&2m(2s+d ) (15)
which results in
&%n*&%0&2b=Op(n&2m(sm&b)(2s+d )).
It is easy to see that we can choose : so that both (12) and (13) hold when
*n is given by (15).
2.2. A Heuristic Description of the Analysis
The basis of the analysis is linear expansion of the score functions,
similar to the Cramer-style approach to the analysis of finite-dimensional
M-estimators [14]. Separate linearizations are used to analyse the
systematic (bias) and stochastic (variance) components of the penalized
likelihood estimator. To develop some heuristics, suppose %n* and %* are
well-defined roots of the score equations, Zn*(%n*)=0 and Z*(%*)=0,
respectively. The total estimation error is decomposed into
%n*&%0=(%*&%0)+(%n*&%*)
=Systematic Error+Stochastic Error.
We will need to consider second derivatives of the likelihood functional.
Now Zn* is a 3 valued function on 3, and for % # 3, DZn*(%) is a linear
operator on 3. (This is analogous to the Hessian matrix which is the
second derivative of a real-valued function on a finite-dimensional space.)
One can show that Gn*(%)=D2ln*(%)=D2ln(%)+*W and G*(%)=
D2l*(%)=D2l(%)+*W. Linear expansions of Z* about %0 and Zn* about %*
gives
Z*(%)rZ*(%0)+G*(%0)[%&%0],
Zn*(%)rZn*(%*)+Gn*(%*)[%&%*].
192 COX AND O'SULLIVAN
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These give the approximations
%*&%0r% *&%0#&G(%0)&1 Z*(%0)
=&G(%0)&1 [Z*(%0)&Z0(%0)]
=&*G(%0)&1 W%0
and
%n*&%*r% n*&%*# &G(%*)&1 Zn*(%*)
= &G(%*)&1 [Zn*(%*)&Z*(%*)]
= &G(%*)&1 [Dln(%*)&Dl(%*)].
The analysis of these approximations by techniques developed in Cox [9]
provides upper bounds for the squared error of the linear approximations
in a variety of norms (Lemma 3 in Section 3 below). The accuracy of the
linearization is developed in Theorems 2 and 3 in Section 3.
2.3. Smoothness Conditions
Here we state smoothness assumptions on \( y | x, t). These regularity
conditions are similar to (but stronger than) those given in Cramer [10]
or Huber [14]. Loosely speaking, our conditions hold, provided \( y | x, t)
is sufficiently smooth as a function of x and t with derivatives satisfying
moment conditions. Let
 (x, t)=|
Y
( y | x, t) Py | x(dy | x).
The first and second derivatives of  w.r.t. t are denoted t and 2t . Note
that t  is a q_q matrix and 2t  is a three-way array (tensor of rank 3)
of dimensions q_q_q. The components of the derivatives are tjk=
j tk and 2t jkl=
2j(tl tk) for 1j, k, lq. Similar notations are
used for  .
If A is a normed linear space with norm & } |A& then for R>0
S(R, A)=[a # A: &a | A&R]
is the closed, centered ball of radius R in A. The ball of radius R about
a # A is denoted
Sa(R, A)=a+S(R, A).
193PENALIZED LIKELIHOOD-TYPE ESTIMATORS
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Assumption 2.4. (i) For all x # X,  (x, %0(x))=0.
(ii) There is an =>0 and strictly positive constants K1 and K2 (not
depending on =) such that for all x # X, if t # S%0(x)(=, R
q), then
K1
v$t (x, t) v
v$v
K2 \v # Rq, v{0.
(iii) \( y | x, t) is three times continuously differentiable in t for fixed
x # X, y # Y.
(iv) For each R>0 and for p=1, 2
sup
x # X
| sup
t # S(R, Rq)
&( y | x, t) | Rq& p Py | x(dy | x)<
and
sup
x # X
sup
t # S(R, Rq)
max
i, j, k
|2t  jkl (x, t)|<.
A Note that all boundedness requirements on \ or  only involve the
point-wise parameter t in bounded subsets of Rq. We briefly compare and
contrast these regularity conditions with the assumptions in Section 6.3 of
Huber [14]. Note that Huber's (N-2) is basically the same as (i) above.
Assumption 2.4 (ii) is a local convexity and local identifiability condition,
similar to Huber's (N-3). The first part of (iv) above is of course stronger
than Huber's (N-4). The assumptions (iii) and the second part of (iv) are
more stringent than any assumptions found in Huber, but still cover many
examples of interest. Relaxing these to obtain more general results is a
subject for future research.
The final assumption does represent a strong departure from Cramer's
assumptions. It is used to deal with some of the problems that arise from
the infinite dimensional parameter. Essentially, the goal is to ``separate'' the
dependence of ( y | x, t) on y and t.
Assumption 2.5. There exists a _-finite positive measure + on a measure
space 0, and functions Ajk , Ajkl : X_Y_0  R and Bjk , Bjkl : X_Rq_
0  R, for 1 j, k, lq, such that
t jk( y, x, t)=|
0
Ajk(x, y, |) Bjk(x, t, |) +(d|)
and
2t jkl ( y, x, t)=|
0
Ajkl (x, y, |) Bjkl (x, t, |) +(dw)
194 COX AND O'SULLIVAN
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These satisfy for A=Ajk or Ajkl and B=Bjk or Bjkl :
(i)
| sup
x # X
| A2(x, y, |) Py | x(dy | x) +(d|)<.
(ii) For any R>0
| sup
s # X
sup
t # S(R, Rq)
B2(x, t, |) +(d|)<.
(iii) For some r>d2, {>0,
sup
% # S%0({, W
s
2(X; R
q))
| &B( } , %( } ), |) | W r2(X; Rq)&2 +(d|)<.
2.4. Application to the Examples
Now, we consider the examples in Section 1.2. For exponential family
likelihoods in (5), we require that the model be of full rank, the 'j (x, t)'s be
three times continuously differentiable with derivatives bounded uniformly in
x # X, and the {j 's have conditional first and second moments bounded in x.
These requirements will guarantee Assumptions 2.4 (ii)(iv) hold. For
Assumption 2.5, take + to be counting measure on 0=[1, ..., k], A(x, y, j)=
{j ( y, x), and B(x, t, j)='j (x, t). Then these same requirements guarantee (i)
and (ii) of Assumption 2.5 are valid, and (iii) holds by Theorem 1 of Cox and
O'Sullivan [7] if each 'j # C[r]+1(X, S(R, Rq)) for all R>0. Note that all
these requirements hold for the two special cases in Eq. (6) and (7).
Next we treat conditional location estimation (see (8)). The conditions
for Assumptions 2.4 (i)(iv) to hold are straightforward to specify, e.g.,
require that \0 be strictly convex with continuous third derivative, and
some moment condition on 0=\$0 . Assumption 2.5 becomes more delicate
in this context. If we require that kt \0 # L2(R), for k=2, 3, then if ! is the
Fourier transform of kt \0 , we have
kt \0( y&t)=|

&
e&i|( y&t)!(|) d|2?,
and ! # L2(R). If we further require that
|

&
(1+|2) |!(|)| d|<
then we take A(x, y, |)=e&i|y - !(|) and B(x, t, |)=ei|t - !(|). (Either
branch of the square root function may be used.) Assumption 2.5, parts (i)
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and (ii), are satisfied with q=1, r=1, and +(d|)=d|2?. One can also
check that (iii) is valid, either by using Theorem 1 of [7], or by using
Taylor series expansion of ei|t, along with Lemma 4 of the Appendix. The
conditions on ! are not especially onerous, although they do imply, for
instance, that 5t \0 exists and is bounded. For the logistic location model
of (9), the Fourier transform for 3t \0 is
!(|)=
&4i?|2
e?|&e&?|
and it is easy to see that our requirements hold.
3. Proof of the Convergence Result
In this section, we proceed to verify the Assumptions A.1 through A.6 of
Cox and O'Sullivan [6], referred to hereafter as CO. We then obtain the
linear approximations (Theorems 2 and 3 below) by applying Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 of CO. Theorem 1 above is immediate from Theorems 2 and 3.
3.1. Verification of Assumptions A.1A.4 of CO.
Assumption A.1 of CO follows from Assumption 2.3 (i) here. For A.2 let
U be defined as
(%, U,)=|
X
%(x)$ ,(x) dx
for %, , # 3. The compactness of U is easily established since U=J*J,
where J: 3  L2 is the inclusion map, which is compact (Adams [2,
Theorem 6.2, Eq. (3)]), and then A.2 of CO follows from Assumption 2.3,
part (ii).
The spectral decomposition of W relative U leads to sequences
[,& : &=1, 2, ...] of eigenfunctions and [#& : &=1, 2, ...] of eigenvalues with
0#1#2 } } } which satisfy
(,& , U,+)=$&+ , (,& , W,+) =#&$&+ , (16)
for all pairs &, + of positive integers, where $&+ is Kronecker's delta. See
(2.10) of CO. By the Mapping Principle in Weinberger [26], Assumptions
2.3 (ii) and 2.1, and standard results for elliptic differential operators, there
exists &0 and c, C with 0<cC< such that c&2md#&C&2md for all
&&0 . See (4.3) of Cox [8]. For 0b1 let
&%&b={ :

&=1
(1+#b&)(%, U,&)
2=
12
, (17)
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and let 3b denote the associated Hilbert space obtained by completing
[% # 3: &%&b<] in & }&b norm, with inner product
(%, `)b= :

&=1
(1+#b&)(%, U,&)(`, U,&).
Using the K-method of interpolation as defined in Triebel [23], 3b=
Wmb2 (X; R
q) as sets and the spaces have equivalent norms for b # [0, 1].
From our Assumption 2.3, sm>3d2m so, by the equivalence of the 3b
spaces with Sobolev spaces, we have the existence of : such that
%0 # 3: , d2m<:(sm&d2m)2. (18)
We will not be interested in or outside of the interval given in (18).
We will make frequent use of Sobolev's embedding theorem (Theorem
5.4 of Adams [2], and note that our assumption of C  boundary
(Assumption 2.1) implies any of the cone conditions). This states that
W p2(X; R
q)/Ck(X; Rq) if p>k+d2, and the inclusion map is continuous,
i.e., &% | Ck&K &% | W p2 & for some constant K, 0<K<. Here, &% | C
k& is
the maximum of the supremum norms over X of all derivatives of orders
up to and including k.
Now we turn to Assumption A.3 of CO which requires consideration of
derivatives of functions defined on 3: . From definition 14.1 in Rall [20],
it is easy to verify, using the continuity of , that the linear functional
Dln(%) defined by
Dln(%) u=| :
q
j=1
j ( y | x, %(x)) uj (x) P (n)xy (dx, dy).
is the Frechet derivative of ln(%) in 3: for :>d2m. Higher order
derivatives are defined as in Definition 18.1 of Rall [20]. For example,
using Assumption 2.4 (iii), the third-order derivative of ln is a tri-linear
operator from 3:  R defined by
D3ln(%) uvw=| :
q
j=1
:
q
k=1
:
q
l=1
2t jkl ( y | x, %(x)) uj (x)
_vk(x) wl (x) P (n)xy (dx, dy), (19)
where u, v, w are elements of 3: . To show that the derivative is continuous
at any % # 3: , it suffices to demonstrate that the map
% [ 2t jkl ( y | x, %(x))
is continuous for each j, k, l and x, y. From (18) and Sobolev's embedding
theorem, we have 3: /C, with continuous embedding. It follows from this
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that each of the real-valued maps % [ %j (x) (evaluation of the j th
component of % # 3: at x # X) is a bounded linear functional on 3: . The
required continuity follows from Assumption 2.4 (iii) (note that the integral
is a finite sum). From Lemma 2.1 of CO, W extends to a continuous linear
operator on 3b for 0b1. Using this and the fact that Dln(%) is a
continuous linear functional on 3: , the score vector Zn*(%)=Dln(%)+*W%
is therefore a well-defined element of 3: for % # 3: . The limiting penalized
likelihood is given by
l*(%)=| \( y | x, %) Pxy(dx, dy)+
*
2
(%, W%) =l(%)+
*
2
(%, W%);
D3l(%) is obtained by analogy with (19) and first term on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (11). The existence and continuity of D3l(%) follows by the same argu-
ment used for D3ln(%), except one must apply dominated convergence (via
Assumption 2.4 (iv)). Finally, note that the limiting gradient of l* , Z*(%),
is a well-defined element of 3: for % # 3: . This completes the verification
of part (i) of A.3 in CO.
To show part (ii) of A.3 in CO, we prove that %0 is the unique root of
Dl(%)=0 in some 3: neighborhood N%0 of %0 . Assumption 2.4 (i) gives that
%0 is a root. By Assumption 2.4 (ii), if Dl(%1)=0 and %1 {%0 then
|%1(x)&%0(x)|>= for all x # X, so applying Sabolev's embedding theorem
again guarantees %0 is the unique root in some N%0 . This neighborhood N%0
will be used frequently below.
For % # N%0 let U(%) be defined by
(,, U(%) `)=DZ0(%) ,`=| ,(x)$ t  (x, %(x)) `(x) Px(dx)
for ,, ` # 3. Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 (i) give Assumption A.4 in CO i.e.,
that the norms , [ (,, U(%) ,)12 are equivalent to L2(X) norm,
uniformly in % # N%0 .
Replacing U by U(%*) in Eq. (16) above for %* # N%0 leads to new
sequences of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, [,V& : &=1, 2, ...] and
[#V& : &=1, 2, ...], respectively. These may be used to define norms & } &Vb
and associated Hilbert spaces 3Vb by analogy with Eq. (17). From Proposi-
tion 2.1 in CO, 3Vb=3b as sets and they have equivalent norms. Some
useful properties of these norms are described in Lemma 2.2 of CO.
3.2. Bounds on Derivatives
The convergence result is established using Taylor series approximations
which are justified in part by showing that higher order derivatives are
neglible. The next two lemmas allow us compute some useful upper bounds
on derivative operators of interest.
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Lemma 1. Let : satisfying (18) be given. There is a constant 0<M<
and a random variable An=Op(1) such that for all % # N%0 , and all
u, v, w # 3: ,
(i) (D3l(%) uvw)2M &u&2: } &v&
2
: } &w&
2
0
(ii) (D2ln(%) uv&D2l(%) uv)2AnMn&1 &u&2: } &v&
2
:
(iii) (D3ln(%) uvw)2An M &u&2: } &v&
2
: } (&w&
2
0+n
&1 &w&2:).
Proof. The constant M is used generically in the proofsuccessive
appearances correspond to typically larger values. For part (i)
|D3l(%) uvw|= } :
q
i=1
:
q
j=1
:
q
k=1
| 2t  jk(x, %(x)) ui (x) vj (x) wk(x) Px(dx) }
M &u | C(X, Rq)& } &v | C(X, Rq)& } &w | L2 &
M &u&: } &v&: } &w&0 ,
where the first inequality follows from Assumption 2.4 (iii), Assumption
2.2, and CauchySchwarz, and the second from Sobolev's embedding
theorem.
For part (ii)
([D2ln(%)&D2l(%)] uv)2
={:j :k | tjk( y | x, %(x)) uj (x) vk(x)[P
(n)
xy &Pxy](dx, dy)=
2
.
We need estimates which are uniform in % # N%0 . This requirement is
especially difficult, and it is here that we use Assumption 2.5. Let
`jk(|, x)=Bjk(x, %(x), |) uj (x) vk(x).
If d2m<;min[:, rm], where r is given in Assumption 2.5 (iii), then we
have that `jk(|, } ) # W ;m2 (X; R), for almost all | by Assumption 2.5 (iii)
and Lemma 4 in the Appendix. Hence, for such |'s,
`jk(|, x)=:
&
`jk&(|) ,&(x)
where `jk&(|)=X ,&1(x) `jk(|, x) dx and [,&1 , &=1, 2, ...] is the first
component of the sequence of eigenfunctions [,& , &=1, 2, ...]. Here we are
regarding `jk&(|, x) as a vector-valued function whose last q&1 com-
ponents are zero:
&`jk(|, } )&2;=:
&
`2jk&(|)(1+#
;
& )<.
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Now,
{| t jk( y | x, %(x)) uj (x) vk(x)[P (n)xy &Pxy](dx, dy)=
2
={| :& `jk&(|) _| ,&1(x) Ajk(x, y, |)[P
(n)
xy &Pxy](dx, dy)& +(d|)=
2
{| :& `
2
jk&(|)(1+#
;
& ) +(d|)=
_{| :& (1+#
;
& )
&1 _| ,&1(x) Ajk(x, y, |)[P (n)xy &Pxy]
_(dx, dy)&
2
+(d|)= . (20)
But
| :
&
`2jk&(|)(1+#
;
& ) +(d|)
=| &`jk(|, } )&2; +(d|)
M &u&2; &v&
2
; | &Bjk( } , %( } ), |)&2; +(d|)
M &u&2: &v&
2
: , (21)
where Lemma 4 of the Appendixes used for the first inequality, and the
second inequality uses ;: and Assumption 2.5 (iii), along with the fact
that ;rm.
Concerning the second factor in the last expression of Eq. (20), the
quantity in square brackets has mean 0 and variance bounded by
n&1M | sup
x # X
max
j, k
| A2jk(x, y, |) Py | x(dy) +(d|) } | ,2&1(x) Px(dx)
n&1M | sup
x # Xj, k
| A2jk(x, y, |) Py | x(dy) +(d|)n&1M(R)
from Assumptions 2.2, 2.5, and equivalence of the norms & } | L2(X& and
& }&0 . Thus the second factor in the last expression of (20) is bounded by
Ann&1M :
&
(1+#a& )
&1An n&1M,
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where An is bounded in probability (independent of %, u, and v). The
infinite sum over & is finite because #&=O(&2md) and a>d2m. When this
is combined with (20) and (21), part (ii) of the lemma follows.
The proof of part (iii) uses
|D3ln(%) uvw||D3l(%) uvw|+|D3ln(%) uvw&D3l(%) uvw|. (22)
Part (i) is used to bound the first term and the second term is handled as
in part (ii), making use of Assumption 2.5 again.
For % # N%0 let
G*(%)=U(%)+*W.
G*(%) is a bounded linear operator on 3b for b # [0, 1] (see Section 2 of
CO). We now define norms for derivative operators. For 0b:, *>0,
%1 , %2 # N%0 , and u, v # 3: with &u&:=&v&:=1, put
K2n(*, b)= sup
%1 , %2
sup
u
&G*(%1)&1 [D2ln(%2) u&D2l(%2) u]&b
K3(*, b)= sup
%1 , %2
sup
u, v
&G*(%1)&1 [D3l(%2) uv]&b
K3n(*, b)= sup
%1 , %2
sup
u, v
&G*(%1)&1 [D3ln(%2) uv]&b .
Using Lemma 1 we have the following result.
Lemma 2. There is a constant 0<M< and a random variable
An=Op(1) such that for b2&:&d2m
(i) K3(*, b)2M*&(b+d2m)
(ii) K2n(*, b)2An Mn&1*&(:+b+d2m)
(iii) K3n(*, b)2An M*&(b+d2m)[1+n&1*&:].
Both M and An are independent of * and b.
Proof. For some R>0, N%0S(R, %:). We consider part (iii) which
illustrates the technicalities. Let %*=%1 and %=%2 . Recall that
& }&b r& }&Vb uniformly as described in Lemma 2.2 of CO. Thus,
&G*(%*)&1 D3ln(%) uv&2b
M &G*(%*)&1 D3ln(%) uv&2Vb
=M :
&
[1+#V&]
b [1+*#V&]
&2 [D3ln(%) uv,V&]
2
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M :
&
[1+#&]b [1+*#&]&2 [D3ln(%) uv,V&]
2
MAn } &u&2: } &v&
2
:
_:
&
[1+#&]b [1+*#&]&2 [&,V& &
2
0+n
&1 &,V&&
2
:],
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 1(iii). Then from Lemma 2.2
of CO (the condition that b<2&d2m&: is used here) we have that the
above is
An M } &u&2: } &v&
2
: } *
&(b+d2m)[1+n&1*&:].
This proves part (iii). The arguments for parts (i) and (ii) are very similar,
just replace the application of Lemma 1(iii) by Lemma 1(i) and (ii),
respectively.
3.3. Linear Approximations
The analysis proceeds by considering linear approximations for the
systematic (bias) and stochastic (variance) components of the estimation
error. These linear approximations are derived from first-order Taylor
series expansions for the sample and limiting variational equations, Zn*(%)
and Z*(%), respectively (see Section 2).
(i) Continuous linearization. If one does a first-order Taylor
expansion of Z*(%) about %0 and sets the resulting approximation equal to
0, there results the approximate solution
% *=%0&G*(%0)&1 Z*(%0). (23)
We will use % *&%0 to approximate the bias.
(ii) Discrete linearization. In Theorem 2 below, we show the existence
of %* satisfying Z*(%*)=0, for all * sufficiently small. So that we can define
the discrete linearization and conveniently treat the two (continuous and
discrete) linearizations together, we will refer to this %* , but its existence
depends only on the properties of the continuous linearization. As above,
if one expands Zn*(%) to the first order about %* , then setting equal to 0
we obtain an approximation to the estimate %n* , which is
% n*&%*=&G*(%*)&1 [Zn*(%*)]
=&G*(%*)&1 [Dln(%*)&Dl(%*)].
We must describe the asymptotic behavior of these linearization Put
d(*, b)=&% *&%0 &b , dn(*, b)=&% n*&%*&b .
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Lemma 3. There exists a *0>0 such that for 0bsm and some
constant M, the following hold for all * # (0, *0]:
(i) d(*, b)2M*sm&b &%0 &2s ;
(ii) dn(*, b)2=Op(n&1*&(b+d2m)).
Proof. For part (i)
&% *&%0&2b=&G*(%0)
&1 Z*(%0)&2b
=&G*(%0)&1 (*W%0)&2b
M :
&
(1+#b&)(G*(%0)
&1 *W%0 , U(%0) ,0&) 2
M :
&
(1+#b&)(1+*#&)
&2 (*W%0) ,0&) 2
=:
&
(1+#&)b \ *#&1+*#&+
2
(%0 , U(%0) ,0&) 2.
Here the justifications are Eq. (23) for the first equality, the definition of
Z*(%), and Assumption 2.4 (i) for the second, the definition of & }&b for the
third, Lemma 2.2 of CO for the fourth, and the fact that %0=
& (%0 , U(%0) ,v) ,0& along with the defining relations for the ,V& 's for the
fifth equality. Note that ,0& are eigenfunctions in (16) with U replaced by
U(%0). The claim follows from the argument of Theorem 2.3 of Cox [9];
see also Lemma 5.4 of Cox [8].
Part (ii) follows by Markov's inequality. For %*=%*
&% n*&%*&2b
M :
&
(1+#bV&)(1+*#V&)
&2
_{ :
q
j=1
| j ( y | x, %*(x)) ,V&j (x)[P (n)xy &Pxy](dx, dy)=
2
. (24)
The summands in braces are mean 0 and variance
1
n
Var[j (Y | X, %*(x)) ,V&j (X)]Mn
&1 &,V&&
2
V0
uniformly in * # [0, *0] and &, where the last inequality uses Assumption
2.4 (iv) (along with uniform boundedness of %* for * # [0, *0]) and the
equivalence of L2(Px) and 3V0 norms. Plugging back into Eq. (24) and
using Lemma 2.2 of CO, again, gives
E[dn(*, b)2]Mn&1*&(b+d2m)2.
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3.4. Main Theorems
The main theorems follow after verifying Assumptions A.5 and A.6 in CO.
Theorem 2. Suppose : satisfies Eq. (18). There exists *0>0 such that
for all * # [0, *0], there is a unique %* # 3: with Z*(%*)=0 satisfying
&%*&%0 &:2d(*, :). Furthermore, for 0b: and some constant
M, &%*&%0&bM*(sm&b)2.
Proof. We check Assumption A.5 of CO which requires d(*, :)  0 and
r(*, :)  0, where
r(*, b)=K3(*, b) d(*, :).
But from Lemma 2 (i) and Lemma 3(i), for some constant M, d(*, :)2
M*sm&: and r(*, b)2M*&(b+d2m)*sm&:M*sm&d2m&2:. Thus from
Eq. (18), Assumption A.5 of CO holds and the result follows from
Theorem 3.1 of CO.
Theorem 3. Suppose [*n]/(0, *0] (with *0 given in the previous
theorem) is a sequence such that for some : satisfying Eq. (18),
n&1*&2(:+d2m)n  0.
Then there is a constant M such that the following hold with probability
arbitrarily close to 1 for all n sufficiently large:
(i) there is a unique root %n*n of Zn*n(%)=0 in S%*n(2dn(*n , :), 3:);
(ii) for b # [0, :],
&%n*n&% n*n&bMn
&1*&(2:+b+3d2m)2n
and
&%n*n&%*n &bMn
&12*&(b+d2m)2n .
Proof. We need only check Assumption A.6 of CO which requires
dn(*n , :) w
P 0 and rn(*n , :) w
P 0, where
rn(*n , b)=K2n(*n , b)+dn(*n , :) K3n(*n , b).
From Lemma 2(ii) and Lemma 3 (ii)
rn(*n , b)Op(n&12*&(b+:+d2m)2n +n
&12*&(b+:+dm)2n
+n&1*&(b+:+:+dm)2n )
=Op(n&12*&(:+d2m)n *
(:&b)2
n [*
(:+d2m&:
n +1+n
&12*&:n ]).
Thus if *n is a sequence such that Eq. (22) holds then rn(*n , :) w
P 0. From
here, Theorem 3.2 of CO gives the desired result.
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APPENDIX A: A Sobolev Norm Inequality for Products
of Functions
Here we prove a technical result that was needed in the proof Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. Let X/Rd be as in Assumption 2.1 and let s>d2. There is
a constant M=M(X, s) such that for all f, g # W s2(X),
& fg | W s2(X)&M & f | W
s
2& &g | W
s
2&. (25)
Proof. If X=Rd, the result is contained in Lemma X4 of Kato and
Ponce [15]. By Theorem 4.2.2, page 311 of Triebel [23] there is an
extension operator S # B(W s2(X), W
s
2(R
d)). Let f =Sf and g~ =Sg. By the
aforementioned result of Kato and Ponce,
& f g~ | W s2(R
d)&M1 & f | W s2(R
d)& &g~ | W s2(R
d)&
M1 &S&2 & f | W s2(X)& &g | W s2(X)&. (26)
Since fg is the restriction of f g~ to X and & fg | W s2(X)&& f g~ | W s2(Rd)& by
Definition 4.2.1.1 of Triebel [23], the result follows. (Alternatively,
one may use the equivalent norm result in Eq. (1) of Theorem 4.4.2.1 of
Triebel [23] and that Bspp $W
s
p , along with the argument in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, page 1047, of Strichartz [22].)
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